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From: Qilna.ErQwn
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Oassroorn
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:27:57 PM

ATTENTION: This email message is from cm external sender. Do not open links or attachments
Iron; :mknou’n sources. To report suspicious email, forward the tnessc(ge as an auachment to
C WOPA SPA A’I’dpa.goi’.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Dana Brown

BrownDlo@nv.ccsd.net

4650 N Rainbow BIvd, Apt. 2025

Las Vegas, Nevada 89108

JUN 3 0 2021

Independent Regulatory
Review commission



From: FranCisco Saiazar
To, ED. State Board of Ed
Subject [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:24:57 PM

ATTENTION: This email nwssage is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments

from unknown sources, To report suspicious email, foni’ard 11w message (Is (UI (I!kiclinwii! to
CIVOP4SPAMQpagoi’

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Francisco Salazar

fjsalazaraol.com

214 N Walnut St

El Paso, Texas 79901



From: brierivncikI:omaP.com
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [ExtemalJ Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday. June 29, 2021 3:26:16 PM

ATTENTION: This email nwssage is from an external sender. Do no! open links or auaehments
from unknoii’n sources. To report supwious email, /bni’ard the message as an attachment to
CWOPA_SPAMpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science. Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment! Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to
teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

briegyncildgmail.com

1407 15th Ave

Seattle! Washington 98122



From: Janice Enzone
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroomt
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:24:35 PM

,4 TTENTION: This email message Lcfrom an external sender. Do 1701 open links or attachments
froni unknown sources. To report suspicious email, /bni’ard the message as an attachment to
CIVOPA SPA Mpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, (want to thank you for your rote in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the tack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science. Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Janice Enzone

janiceenzone©yahoo cam

25 Soundview Drive

Huntington, New York 11743



From: Corita Forster
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External) Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Cassroom!
Date: Tue5day, June 29, 2021 3:26:05 PM

ATTENTION: This email message Lv fi’o,;, an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unk,ioiiii sources. To report suspiclo us email, foni’ard tlic’ message as LIII LIIIUCIIIIIL’II! to
C I VOPA_SPA AKd’pagoi’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be Included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skiN to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future

Corita Forster

coritaforster@att.net

W4241 Forster Rd

Durand, Wisconsin 54736



From: Bruce Ross
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:24:35 PM

ATTENTION: This email nwssage is/th,n an external vender. Do no! Opel, links or allaehmen!s
fio,;i unknown sources. To report .vavpicious email. /bnvard 11w nw.ssage as an allaehmen! to
Cl VOPA SPA.\ fr”pa.goi’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards, To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future

Bruce Ross

brucetwin62@yahoo.com

3707 Landon Park Dr.

Katy, Texas 77449



From: p[chard Sayers
To: ED. 5tate Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Pleas indude Environment & Ecology in the Cuirdcuium
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:25:57 PM

.4 TTENTION: This email message Lcfrom an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
fhnn unknown sow-eec, To report suspicious email. /hnt’arcl the message as an attachment to
C WOPA _SPA Mrupagov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Richard Sayers

rich_sayershotmail.com

1650 Ashwood Dr

Martinez, California 94553



From: Jessica Rollins
To: ED, State Board of d
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:23:55 PM

.4 TTENTJON: Tins email message Lcfrom an external send r. Do not open links or attachments
from unknm,’n sources. To report 5U.SpiCiOt(S eD/cu!, fofll’ard the message as an attachiiieiit to
CWOPASPAAI1pc&gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow.

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Jessica Rollins

littlezen67@aol.com

6435 Adahi Drive

Independence. Kentucky 41051



From: Beverly Ann Conrov
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External) Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom:
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:25:49 PM

A TTENTION: This email nwssage is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unknoit’n sources. To report suspicious entail, /oiirard the message as an attachnwni to
CIVOPA SPA Sfpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science]

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future]

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics] namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands! agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental hteracy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skiliset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Beverly Ann Conroy

beverIyannconroy icloud .com

739 S. Elmwood Ave

Oak Park, Illinois 60304



From: Thpmpcin Kpliermpnn
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [Externaij Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:23:54 PM

ATTENTION: Tins email nwssage isfroin an external sender. Do not open links vi’ attachments

Iron; unknoii’n sources. To report suspicious email. fonrard the message as an attachment to
CJVOPA SPA ‘1ra:pagoV.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

I DO NOT LIVE IN YOUR STATE: HOWEVER. CLIMATE LITERACY IS INCREASINGLY

CRITICAL TO MAKING THE BEST DECISIONS FOR ALL, IN MY OWN STATE, THE

AUDUBON SOCIETY CURRENTLY IS DEDICATED TO RAISING ENVIRONMENTAL

LITERACY IN THE SCHOOLS WITH THEIR CURRICULUM.

Thomasin Kellermann

kthomasin2@aol.com

500 Mendon Rd. #111

Cumberland, Rhode Island 02864



From: Judson Wynne
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:25:43 PM

4TTENTION: ThLc email message is from an external sender. Do not OCfl links or anachnwnts
from unknown sources. To report suspicious email, foni’ard the message as an attachment to

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards, I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future,

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workiorce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Judson Wynne

jut.wynneicloud.com

661 Kiowa

Flagstaff, Arizona 86005



From: Darlene Chiskpk
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environnient & Ecology Attention in the Classroom
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:23:32 PM

.4 TTENTION: This L’inad message is from ciii external sender. Do not open links or attachments
fivnz i,nknoii’n sourCes. To report suspicious email. fons’arul the message as an attachment to
C WOPA SPA Mthpagoi’.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future

Darlene Chiskok

epa. igapyahoo .com

South Old Airport Road

Saint Michael, Alaska 99659



From: Sandra Rohde
To: ED, State Beard of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:25:36 PM

A TTEVTION: This email message is/roni an external sent/ui’. Do 1101 opeii links or atiachnwni.v
from unknown .vources. To report suspicious email. lanyard the message as cm allachmcnt to
CWOPA SPA Ma;pa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow.

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth. separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Sandra Rohde

rohde.sandi©gmail.com

W3059 Pinecrest Court

Appleton, Wisconsin 5491 5-81 97



From: Peggy Fuaate
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:23:10 PM

ATTENTION: Tins email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unknoiin sources. To report .cuspieious email, fonvard the message as an atiachmenl to
C[VOPASPAAipagov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth. separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Peggy Fugate

westernbabeool yahoo.com

6685 StilIwell Beckett Rd

Oxford, Ohio 45056



From: Jean Jackman
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External) Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:25:06 Pf’l

ATTENTION: Tins e,,,ail nwssage Lcfrom an external sender. Do no! opeti links or auadnnen!s
from unknown sources. To report suspicious etnal . Ic)nI’ard the message as an attachment to
C WOPA SPA AIpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind,

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce,

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future. Please

remember, we all share the same planet.

Jean Jackman

jeanjackmang .com

306 Del Dro Ave

Davis, California 95616



From: Susan Fleming
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: I E4emal Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:23:02 PM

A TTE1VTION: This entail message isfron, an external scm/c;-. Do not open links or attachnwnts
fiom unknown sow-ces. To report suspicious entail, forward the niessage as an attachment to

C Ii OPA SPA M(iipa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture. as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Susan Fleming

susanlfleming@hotmail.com

1856 Maple Glen Drive

Plainfield, Illinois 60586



From: Ed Kzaews$O
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject (External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Clas&oorn!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:15:54 PM

.4 TTENTION: Tins email message Lv from an external sender. Do not Open links or auachments
from nnknoii’n sources. To report suspicious emaiL foniard the message 05 an attachmnemi! to
(‘IVOPASPAM(i1ia.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Ed Kuszajewski

edski0077@aol.com

2025 Western Ave

Greensburg. Pa, Pennsylvania 15601



From: Lynn Pique
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Oassroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:22:06 PM

ATTENTION: This email tnessage isfron, an external sender. Do not open links or anaehnwnts
from unknoii’n sources. To report suspicious emaiL ,fhnrard the message as an attachment to
CJrIJPA SPA AIipa. got’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen and former resident of Pennsylvania, I want to thank you for your role

in revising the Pennsylvania Science, Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I

am somewhat alarmed, however, at the lack of certain materials in the proposed Integrated

Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in grades 6-12 and how it may leave

Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Lynn Pique

lynn.piquegmail.com

326 E St

Redwood City. California 94063



From: Theresa Lehman
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: (Externall Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:18:59 PM

A TTENTIOtV: This ei;iczil message Ls’ fron, m external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from zmknrni’n sources. To report suspicious email, for t’ard the message (IS (In attachment to
CJIVPA SPA M(Z1pa. go v.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Theresa Lehman

theresa.lehman@miron-construction.com

1173 Ava Ct.

Neenah, Wisconsin 54956



From: Kristin Craae
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:17:50 PM

ATTENTION: Tins email message isfiomu an external sender, Do not open links or aitachnwms
from unknown sources. To report suspicious email, /oni’ard the message as an aItWh)nL’n! to
CWOPA _SPA Mpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow.

As a concerned citizen, want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them. there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skiliset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Kristin Crage

nicomontilliyahoo.com

6 Page Avenue, 3A

Yonkers, New York 10704



From: wjllhicks6l(apol,com
To: ED. State Board of Fd
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:16:49 PM

ATTENTION: This email nwssage is from tin external sender. Do not opeti links or aitachuwnis
Iron; iinknoii’i sources. To report suspicious eincnl, foni’ard the message as an aiiachnwnt to
C WOPA SPA Aipa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molohanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a flfth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

willhicks6l @aol.com

127 Marioneaux St

Shreveport, Louisiana 71106



From: Chad Jenkins
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External) Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:15:52 PM

A TTENT!ON: Tins email message Ls’from an external sender. Do not open links or anachuients
from unknoii’n sources. To report suspicious email, /oni’ard the message as cm cittachnwnt to
CIVOPA_SPAAipa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molahanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them. there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Chad Jenkins

hurikanepacbell.net

1963 Encina Drive

Santa cruz, California 95062



From: Checvl Trosoer
To: ED. State Beard o Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the classroom!
Date: Tuesday June 29, 2021 3:21:44 PM

.4 TTENTIOJV: This email niessage is/roni an external sent/c,-. Do not open links or ancwhnwnts
front unknown sources. To report suspicious email. /0/Thu ci the message as an attachnient to

(‘Il’OPA _SPA Affä)pa,goi’.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science]

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science] Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past Independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them] there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment] Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future

Cheryl Trosper

cherylt4235gmail. corn

4235 SE Holgate Blvd

Porland, Oregon 97206



From: Glory Arroyos
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:18:45 PM

A TTENTION: Tins email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or airachnienis
from unknrni’n sources. To report suspicious email, fbni’arcl the message as an attachment to
C I VOPA SPA Aipa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank yOU for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Glory Arroyos

garroyosmac.com

3100 Garden Villa Ln

Austin, Texas 78704



From: Tanya Field
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classrooml
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:17:27 PM

A TTENTION: This email message is from WI external sender, Do not open links or attachments
from unknoii’n sources. To report su.spiezous email, foni’arcl the message as an attachment to
c;voplsp-i Afpa.goi’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science. Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Tanya Field

vespa63@aol.com

4255 Kittredge St Apt 1222

Denver, Colorado 80239



From: Andrea Schneider
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: fEternal] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:16:45 PM

.4 TTENTION: This ennui nwssagc is from an external sender, Do no! open links or unachnienis
from ,,nkncni’n sources. To report suspicious c,nail. /inm’ard the t;ie.v.vcge as an attachment to
C f VOPA SPA iWiiqa.goi’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow.

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain,

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations,

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Andrea Schneider

wildredrose@mac.com

80 Park st.. Apt. #33

Brookline, Massachusetts 02446



From: N. Kakiza
Ta: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [Externalj Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 2, 2021 3:15:51 PM

ATTENTION: Tins email nwssage is/ron, an external scm/er. Do no! open links or a/Ia h,ncnl.c
froni iinknoii’ii .coitrces, To rej,orl suspicious email, foni’ard the message as an attachment to

C WOPA SPA M’apa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 612 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

N. Kaluza

natashakaluza@hotmail.com

5396 Carriage Dr

El Sobrante, California 94803



From; francichance(ONahoo,com
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classrooml
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:21:10 PM

.4 TTENTJON: Tins email nwssage is/ram an exiernal vender. Do not open links or cittaclunents
fio,i, unknoii’n sources. To report suspicious email, forward the nwssage ax an attachment to
C JJVPASPAM(j,pagov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as pad of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future

francichanceyahoo.com

3235 emmons av

bklyn. New York 11235



From: David Lpnppcre
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [Eternai1 Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:18:39 PM

ATTENTION: This email message Lv from an external sender. Do no! open links or attachments
from lmk?7own sources. To report sii.sjiici€iiis e,ncul. forward the nwssage as an attachment to
C WOPA SPA AJQ.pa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow.

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as pad of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology. and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skiliset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future

David Longacre

david.zeelOOl gmail.com

4652 Talmadge Rd Apt. 2 C. 2C

Toledo, Ohio 43623



From: Pen Doubleday
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:17:22 PM

ATTENTION: Tins email message iv from an external sender. Do not Opel? links or attac/unelits
frail? unhiaii’n sources. To report suspicious- email, font-arc! the flies-sage as an attachment (ci
C WOPA SPA APpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow.

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain,

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth. separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Pen Doubleday

doublepeni©gmail.com

1501 University

Little Rock , Arkansas 72207



From: Liza Hamov
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [ExternalJ Give Environment & Ecology Attention In the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:16:43 PM

ATTENTION: ThLv email message is/roni an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unknown sources. To report suspicious email, Joni’ard the message as an attachment to
C IVOPA SPAMpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Liza Hamoy

mikai_77©yahoo.com

227 Chisholm P1

Fort Wayne, Indiana 46825



From: Dads Beroer
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Ciassroom
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:15:29 PM

A TTENTION: ThLc email nwssage isfronz an external sender. Do not open links or attacinnenis
/ron, unknown sources. To report suspicious email, /bni’ard the message as an attachi;;e,zt to
C II”OPA _SPA Mpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them! there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skiliset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Doris Berger

almabi 947gmail.com

11 Snowbird Lane

Northford, Connecticut 06472-1 239



From: Priscilla Drake
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External) Give Environment & Ecoloqy Attention in the classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:22:59 PM

A TTENTION: This email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unknown sources. To report suspicious e,;iaiI, fonvard i/IL’ message as an attachment to
CWOPA SPA A1pa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment] Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate] fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Priscilla Drake

babyduck5O©netzero.com

3701 Willett Rd

Penn Yan, New York 14527



From: Edward Hubbard
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:20:59 PM

.4 TTENTJON: This email nwssage Lcfrom an external sender. Do not open links or aitacinnents
fi’oti; unknoii’n sources. To report suspicious entail, foflL’ard the message as an attachment to
CWOPASPAMpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Edward Hubbard

ed hub bardg mail .corn

210 S. Whitney Way

Madison, Wisconsin 53705



From: Robin Mayfpfth
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [Externalj Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:18:34 PM

ATTENTION: This email message is from an external sender. Do not opeti links or attachnients
/i’o,,i unknmi’n sources. To report suspicious email. finm’ard the message cix au attaclunent to
CiVOPA_SPAMpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them. there is a strong chance they will be left behind,

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth. separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future

Robin Mayforth

fiveforth©gmail.com

1069 Rio Vista Dr

Pacifica, California 94044



From: Wallis Goss
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External) Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:17: 17 PM

ATTENTION: Tins e,nail nwssage is from (in external scm/er. Do not open links or attachments
Iron, unknoi’n sources. To report suspicious email, fbrward the message as an attachment to
C WOPA SPA Mpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain
materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and
Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to
teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure
they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the
proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.
Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should
also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania
students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate
domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve
and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Wallis Goss
wall is. gai Ilard ©g mail. corn
50 Hood Park Dr

Charlestown , Massachusetts 02129



From: Jeffrev Spins
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the CIassroom
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:16:37 PM

ATTENTION: Tins email nwssage Ac from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unknown sources. To report suspicious entail, /hni’arcl the ‘nessage as an attacinnent to
CII’OPA SPA Aipa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them! there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a flfth. separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Jeffrey Bains

jebainsgmail.com

1721 Myrtle Beach Drive

The Villages, Florida 32159-6210



From: Sarah Kim
To: ED! State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention In the Classrooml
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:15:26 PM

ATTENTION: This email message is from an external scm/er. Do not open links or attachments
from unknown sources. To report suspicious entail. Jont’ard the message as an attachment to
C VOFA5PA A4pa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future!

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the
proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should
also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate
domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve
and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Sarah Kim
sangmi73yahoo.com

2601 Cortez Drive Unit 1106

Santa Clara, California 95051



From: WiUiam Garrard
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [Externali Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:22:57 PM

A TTENTION: Tins entail message is from an external sender. Do no! open links or attachments
from unknown sources. To report suspicious email, /bni’arcl the message as ciii attachment to
C WOPA_SPAMpagm’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,
Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain
materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in
grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and
Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to
teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure
they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be Included ID the
proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.
Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should
also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania
students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate
domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve
and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

William Garrard

pastorgarrardhotmail.com

472 22nd Ave NE

Hickory, North Carolina 28601-1520



From: Beth VanBuren
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:20:44 PM

ATTENTION: This email message is/roni an external sender. Do not open links or atIacI?fliL’flts

/1011? unk,ioii’n sources. Ta report suspicious email, /biii’ard the message as an atwelinient to
C IJ’OPA _SPA Mpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molohanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science. Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment, Ecology and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Beth Van Buren

bhvanburen@hotmail.com

345 Oxford Road

Plymouth Meeting , Pennsylvania 19462



From: sarpeikcZihotmpil,cpm
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:18:31 PM

ATTENTION: This email message jsfron, an external sender. Do not open links or attachnenIs
fran, unknown sources. To report suspicious email, foni’arc/ the message as an attachment to

CWOPA_SPAMpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

sargelkhotmail.com

1378 5 Livermore Avenue

Livermore, California 94550



From: kareni3623camaiLcom
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the CIassroom
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:17:12 PM

A TTENTJON: This email nwssage is/rout an external sender. Do not open links or attcwhnwnts
front unkuolI’?? sources. To report suspicious email, forward the message as an attachuwut to
C iI”OPA SPA Aipa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen. want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science. Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skiliset to succeed in the workiorce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

karenl3623gmaiI.com

3613a Saint John’s Ct

Wilmington, North Carolina 28403



From: Judith Peter
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Envimnment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:16:22 PM

ATTENTION: This email message is front an external sender. Do not open links or auctchments
froiz unknown sources. To report su.spwious email, Jbnvard the message as cm attachment to
C WOPA_SPAMpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future,

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should
also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate
domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve
and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future,

Judith Peter

pete22roc@aol.com
2184 Pellam Blvd.

Port Charlotte, Florida 33948



From: Clinton Burdette
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:15:15 PM

ATTENTION: Tins email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unknown sources. To report suspicious email. foni’ard (lie message as an attachment to
C JVOPA SPA A4pa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,
Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards, I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future,

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and
Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations, For years, teachers have been required to
teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure
they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the
proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.
Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should
also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania
students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate
domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve
and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future,

Clinton Burdette
burdettecjO2yahoo.com

4020 Meier St.
Los Angeles, California 90066



From: Grea PiloDione

To: FO, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Ciassrooml
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:22:31 PM

.4 TTENTION: Tins eniail inessczge isfro,n an external sender. Do not open links o;’ attaciunents
lion; unknoii’n sources. To report suspicious e,nail, fbrit’ard the message as an attachment to
CIVOPA SPA AIpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science. Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the futute

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them! there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Greg Puppione

gpuppione©gmail.com

563 Kamoku St, A5

Honolulu, Hawaii 96826



From: Theresa 5rpdbry
To: ED State Board Df Ed
Subject: [External) Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the 0assroom
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:19:53 PM

ATTENTION: This entail message is/ram an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unknown sources. To report suspicious email, /oni’ard the message as an attachment to
cwoP1cr1ua;pc:goi•

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the affention they need and deserve, they must be Included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Theresa Bradbury

tclbS6©gmail.com

437 Agnes Ave

Marlin, Texas 76661



From: ALLYCE SPINDLER
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:18:27 PM

A TTEVTION: This email message is fion; an external vender, Do not open links or attachments
fi’oni unknoii’n sources. To report suspicious email. foniard tiw message as ciii attachment to
OVOPASPAA’Pöpagov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow.

As a concerned citizen, want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain
materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain,

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind,

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

ALLYCE SPINDLER

truffles 1 204@aol .com

147 Scarlett Drive

Commack . New York 11725



From: cammv Colton
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [Externalj Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:17:07 PM

ATTENTION: Tins email message is from an external sent/er. Do no! open links or attachments
f;o,n unknoii’n sources. To report suspicious email. foni’ard the ne.s’.vcige as an auaclmwnt to
CWOFASPlM’Zl”pa.gm’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow.

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Cammy Colton

curby38hotmail.com

15282 Newton Drive

Overland Park, Kansas 66223



From: lindasavidoeVmmaii corn
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External) Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:16:08 PM

.4 TTENTION: This enuid nwssage is/roy;; an external sender. Do not open links or attaelnnents
fran; unknoii’n sources. To report suspicious email, ,/hni’ard the message as an cutaclm;em to
CWOPA SPA A!äqia.go.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow.

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards, I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science? Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

lindasavidge©gmail.com

7750

Mway City, California 92655



From: Karviee Feldman
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: (Externalj Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:14:59 PM

.4 TTENTION: This email message is from an external sent/er. Do not open links or attaehnwn!s
Iron, tmknoii’n sources. To report .cacpieious email. foni’ard the message as an attachment to
CWOPA SPA Mpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow.

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed eave out critical topics. namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a flfth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skiliset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Karylee Feldman

karyleebmgmail.com

5101 TowleCourt#16

San Diego, California 92105



From: Mary Gutierrez
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [Externalj Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:22:23 PM

ATTENTION: This email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or atIaclunL’n/s
finn unknrni’n sources. To ;epo;t suspicious email, foni’ard the message as an attaclunent to
CIVOPA SPA ThIpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future

Mary Gutierrez

earthathicsaction@gmail.com

332 Oakland Cir NW

Fort Walton Beach Florida 32548



From: Jeff Freeman
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:19:46 PM

ATTENTION: This email nessage is/rain an external sender. Do 110/ OCfl links or cittachnienis

front unknoii’n sources. To report suspicious email. /bni’arcl the message as an anachmeni to
C Ii’OPA _SPA 4fpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science:

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certan

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science. Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture. as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment: Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Jeff Freeman

cosmicjeffgmail.com

29090 SW Heater Rd

Sherwood, Oregon 97140



From: Emma Houseman
To: ED, State Bcard of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 28, 2D21 3:18:20 PM

A TTENTIOA”: This email message isfroni an external sender. Do 1701 open links or nuachnienis
from unknoi;n sources. To report suspicious email. /hni’ard I/IL’ message as an at!aelnnent to
C I VOPA SPA M’pa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow.

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain,

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skiliset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Emma Houseman

emmadsh@icloud.com

20 Reid Rd

Chelmsiord, Massachusetts 01824



From: Elizabeth Chouldiipn
To: ED. State Board Df Ed
Subject: [External) Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:17:07 Pt’l

ATTENTION: This email message Lcfrom an external sender. Do 1701 opeii links or auael7I;;enIs
from unknoitn sources. To reporl su.spiezous email. fhniard the i;zessogc as an attachment to
CIf’OPASPAM;a.got’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future,

Elizabeth Chouldjian

eschouldjian©gmail.com

5911 EdsalI Rd #704

Alexandria, Virginia 22304



From: Pawiter Parhar
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:16:06 PM

ATTENTION: Thic email message isfivm an external sender. Dv 77(11 open links or attachments
Irvin unknoi’n sources. To report suspicious email. foni’ard the message as an attachment to
CiVOPASPAAI’pa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow.

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards, To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Pawiter Parhar

pawiter.parhar©gmail.com

22626 NE Inglewood Hill Rd Apt# 635

Sammamish, Washington 98074



From: texas hiphflier(&.yahcc.cc.m
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject [External) Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:19:46 PM

ATTENTION: Tins email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unknown sources. To report suspicious email, ton yard the message as an attachment to
CWOPA SPA AiCii7w.got’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology] and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future

texas_h ig hflieryahoo .com

3600 Murphy Drive

Bedford , Texas 76021



From: Grace Thomson
To: ED. State Board of Pd
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:18:16 PM

A TTENTION: Tins email message Lv Iron, an external vender. Do not open links or aitcwlnncnts
flynn i,nkiioii’n sources. To report suspicious email. fonrard 11w niessage as an ctlkichment to
CWOPJ SPA tFThpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow.

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth. separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Grace Thomson

gracie257@hotmall.com

116 Pulaski Blvd.

Toms River, New Jersey 08757



From: Fred Granlund
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External) Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:17:04 PM

ATTENTION: This email message is/ron, au external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unknrnvn sources. To report suspicious email, forward the message as an attachment to
CWOPA_SPAMpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Fred Granlund

fgranlund©yahoo.com

5619 Lankershim SI. #102

North Hollywood, California 91601



From: Serena Sabbara
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:14:03 PM

.4 TTENTION: This email InL’SSUgL’ Ls/ronz an external .cenck’r. Do not open links or uitaehnzents

from unknown sources. To report suspicious c’flittil. foii’ard the inesscige (Is (II? attaehmeizt to
CIJTOPASP;l.lIQpa.go1’.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow.

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Serena Sabbara

serena.sabbl 0©gmail.com

34813 N. 12th St.

Phoenix, Arizona 85086



From:
To: ED State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Ciassroom
Date: Tuesday, June 2, 2021 2:59:51 PM

ATTENTION: Tins email message is/ron, an external sender. Do not open links or altachmL’nt.c

finn unknmi’n sources. To report suspicious email, /oni’ard the message £LV an attachment to
CIVOPA SPA sWpa.goi’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow.

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

bw

bwoodsdcgmail.com

800 4th street SW unit s712

Washington, District of Columbia 20024



From: Jennifer Rankin
Ta: ED State Scard of Ed
Subject: Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:14:12 PM

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate. fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment] Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Jennifer Rankin

jaran ki n©buckscounty. org

130 Wigton Circle

Perkasie, Pennsylvania 18944



From: roth.wpods(aemich.edu
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:14:32 PM

.4 TTENTION: Tins entail message Lvfronz an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
from unknown sources. To report suspicious email, forward the message as an attachment to
(‘1VOPA_SPAAipa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow.

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science. Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment. Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society. and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them. there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

roth.woods@emich.edu

312 Koch Avenue, Ann Arbor

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103-5422



From: Lindsay Mugplestpne
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: (External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:14:51 PM

A TTENTION: This canal! nwssage is ff0/a? an external vender, Do not open finks or attcichnzeiu.s
Iron? in knoii’n sources. To report suspicious email, fóni’ard the message as an attachment to
CIVOPA SPA M1r;pa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow.

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain,

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green futLire.

Lindsay Mugglestone

lindsmugglaot.com

3023 Deakin St.

Berkeley. California 94705



From: rothwoods’emjch,edti
To: FD. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:14:32 PM

.4 TTENTION: Tins email message Lcfrom an external sender. Do not open links or aflachmen/s

from unknown sources. To report su.spiciozrs email, foni’ard the message as an attachment to
(‘IVOPA_SPA M”pa.goi’.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow.

As a concerned citizen, want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years. teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind,

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

roth.woods@emich.edu

312 Koch Avenue. Ann Arbor

Ann Arbor. Michigan 48103-5422



From: Serena Sabbara
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Oassrooml
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:14:03 PM

A TTENTION: This email nwssage is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments
fl-on? unknown sources. To report sspwioiis Cilia! I. fOflI’Ur(/ 11w message as CHi attacinneni to
C I VOPA _SPA AKö’pagov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow.

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Serena Sabbara

serena.sabbl 0©gmail.com

34813 N. 12th St.

Phoenix, Arizona 85086



From: Kahehne Hutchins
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: ExtemaIJ Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: TUeSday, June 29, 2021 3:13:40 PM

A TTENTION: ThLv c’,nail nwssage isfronz U?) external sender. Do not open links or attachments
fivm to knoii’n sources. To report su.spieious email, Joni’anl the message as an attcwhinent to
CJVOPA_SPAMpa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your rote in revising the Pennsylvania Science,

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materiats in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics. namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards, To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations

Climate and environmental hteracy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to activety participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Katherine Hutchins

kdh utch in sgmail .corn

19426 N 36th P1

Phoenix, Arizona 85050



From: Steve Schuetfi
To: ED. State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:14:00 PM

A fl’ENTIOV This email message is/ron; an external sent/er. Do not open links or afluc/Inwilts
/roiz; uiikzimrn sources. To report .s’uspwious email. /oni’arc/ the nwssage as an attachment to
CIVOPA SPA £‘Kthpa.go1’.

ExecutIve Director Karen Moichanow.

As a concerned citizen. I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science.

Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain

materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in

grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and

Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to

teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure

they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the

proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.

Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should

also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania

students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as

it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment. Ecology, and Agriculture as a flfth, separate

domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve

and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Steve Schueth

stschueth@hatmail.com

3600 N Lake Shore Dr. APT 1012

Chicago. Illinois 60613



From: Janice Cyril!
To: ED, State Board of Ed
Subject: [External] Give Environment & Ecology Attention in the Classroom!
Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 3:14:37 PM

ATTENTION: This email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachnwnis
/II.II,I itnkiioii’n sources. To report suspicious email, /hnvard the message as an attachnwnt to
C WOPA SPA lvipa.gov.

Executive Director Karen Moichanow,

As a concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the Pennsylvania Science,
Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards. I am alarmed at the lack of certain
materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology in
grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in the future.

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and
Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations. For years, teachers have been required to
teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure
they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they must be included in the
proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain.
Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should
also be covered through individual performance expectations.

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania
students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve. Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind.

I ask you again to please include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate
domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve
and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce.

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future.

Janice Cyrill

sabrelily630@aol.com
180 Kelseys Mill Rd

Campobello, South Carolina 29322
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